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Cevo Announces Steve Mactaggart as
new State Manager for Victoria
Technology consultancy Cevo are excited to announce Steve Mactaggart’s move into the role
of State Manager for Victoria.

A long-standing member of the Cevo Leadership Team, Steve brings a wealth of experience
and expertise into the role, both from the business’ strategic development, as well as
technology thought leader and advocate. Steve will be supported by the rest of the
Leadership Team (pictured - missing Ebony Worth) in helping shape the future direction of
the organisation.

Cevo Leadership Team from L to R: Colin Panisset, Melissa Ngau, Steve Mactaggart, Trent Hornibrook (missing: Ebony
Worth)

“I’m excited and humbled to take the opportunity to lead Cevo through it’s next chapter” said
Steve. “We’ve delivered some awesome outcomes for our clients over the first four years, and
I’m really excited to build upon that platform as we move forward. Cevo’s strength has always
been aligned to technical delivery, focused on driving DevOps cultural change through
automation and delivery optimisations.
We see a direction that looks across the broader landscape of cloud adoption, not only
assisting customers to use the cloud better, but also helping them get into the cloud in the
best way to meet their organisation’s needs. This will continue to be our focus as we double
down on building a team that is aligned to helping our customers exploit the benefits of cloud
computing.”

The move to State Manager follows the recent departure of Managing Partner (Vic), Hannah
Browne. Hannah was instrumental in building the brand and success of Cevo since its
inception and led its rapid growth into the tech community.

Jamie Potter (Director) said “Hannah has gone off to pursue several other exciting
opportunities and we certainly wish her well. She helped set up the business with the rest of
the leadership team. The Board is delighted that Steve has been promoted into the State
Management role. As an ex AWS Cloud Warrior, Steve has been at the forefront of our senior
technical team, and clearly understands the challenges facing our customers. He’s is backed
by a strong Cevo team, and the growth plans for FY20 and beyond are well underway.
Combined with the expansion of the team in NSW, the headcount growth over the next period
is accelerating faster than ever. It’s looking like we’ll have our largest revenue ever in May so
we’re excited about the road ahead.”

In addition to the changes in the Victorian office, Cevo NSW continues to gain momentum in
its first two months, having secured a number of key hires to the team, and kicked off several
consulting engagements with Government and enterprise customers.
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Cevo aim to redefine consulting andd the technology landscape. We do this by disrupting the
status quo and focusing on value delivered, enablement and knowledge transfer.
Cevo’s reputation in the industry is based on a highly skilled team who deliver with credibility
and expertise in cloud engineering and migration, DevOps, automation, software engineering,
agile ways of working and infrastructure management. We work with some of Australia’s most
innovative enterprises, exciting start-ups and mature technology organisations to bring higher
quality software and platforms to market faster, by leveraging the cloud and continuous
delivery practices.
More than that, we care about people - our own, those we work with, and the wider tech
community. What sets us apart is a willingness to share knowledge and enhance technical
capabilities within internal technology and delivery teams.

